Oral Microbiome Homeostasis: The New Frontier in Oral Care Therapies

Emerging science of the Human Microbiome is radically changing our understanding and approach toward oral health, systemic immunity and total body wellness.

By Gerald P. Curatola, D.D.S.

The 2000 Report on Oral Health by the U.S. Surgeon General declared that oral health reflects general health and it is essential to achieve a state of wellness. Conversely, it went on to report that oral diseases and disorders, in and of themselves, negatively impact health and wellbeing throughout life, and more scientific research remains critical to reducing the impact from the burden of oral diseases throughout the body. That time has come. In the last decade, virtually everything we thought we knew about the origins and causes of oral disease has been turned upside down. The dental research community learns more every day about the unique and fascinating makeup of the oral microbiome, the unique natural ecology of the mouth, and the vital role this plays in oral and overall health. The term microbiome was coined by Joshua Lederberg “to signify the ecological community of commensal, symbiotic, and pathogenic microorganisms that literally share our body space and have been all but ignored as determinants of health and disease.”¹ The human mouth is the residence of one of the most

diverse microbiomes in the entire human body comprised of over 600 prevalent taxa at the species level, with distinct subsets predominating in different habitats, and an estimated 20 billion resident microbes existing in the oral cavity at any one time. 

Month after month, new research is published that expands what we know about the tiny resident organisms living in the mouth's microbiome, and sheds more light on how bacteria and other microorganisms may be implicated in non-oral health outcomes such as heart disease, stroke, or complications with pregnancy. Microbiome communities occur naturally throughout nature and the body from thin wet spaces between layers of rock, to our hair, skin, eyes, entire digestive tract, lungs and urogenital system. The number of these organisms in these communities in and on our bodies is believed to be 10x greater than our own human cells and the genetic information they possess being 100x greater. This new understanding of the essential synergistic and symbiotic relationship that exists between man and microbe has been the focus of the Human Microbiome Project supported by the National Institute of Health. It has also redefined our "humanity" to be that of a microbiome/human "superorganism." 

For decades, dental professionals have subscribed to an oral healthcare approach that holds the necessity to disinfect or even sterilize the mouth at its foundation. This "scorched earth policy" stems from research first conducted by Robert Koch in the late 1800's. At that time, Koch began to assign specific bacteria to specific diseases, leading to a broadening of his ideas, which eventually made its way into the general medical and dental curricula. Prior to the new research that is emerging, few dentists would argue with the need to 'kill germs on contact' in order to deal with the more common oral degenerative conditions, such as gum disease and tooth decay. Generations of oral care products, aimed at both the general public and dental profession, have made their way into our society—products that advertise their superiority in eradicating bacteria inhabiting the mouth. Thankfully, this approach never succeeded.

---

According to some experts, and based on the emerging science, this could have unleashed an "ecological Armageddon". In the same way that antibiotic overuse disrupts the helpful, friendly bacteria in the gut, a similar scenario occurs when we try to disinfect, or worse sterilize, the oral cavity.6

Pioneering research performed by both Dr. P.D. Marsh of the Leeds Dental Institute in the U.K., and Dr. D. Relman of Stanford University points to a new paradigm in our understanding of oral degenerative conditions. Their research depicts the mouth as an ecosystem—a network or community of microorganisms that live in cooperation with one another and, most importantly, live in symbiosis with us, their hosts. Although this discovery comes as no surprise to any biologist, it is a groundbreaking understanding for dental clinicians.7 For generations, the universal belief was "plaque is bad, get rid of it." The thought of the oral biofilm plaque as something that could be helpful and friendly, let alone essential to one's overall health, is a direct contradiction of everything previously accepted by dental institutions.8

These studies have illuminated a new scientific understanding, revealing the fact that the state of the mouth is far from uniform in its distribution of bacterial species. Planktonic organisms, the organisms that populate the freely flowing saliva, profoundly differ from the organisms that adhere to the surfaces of the teeth, gums, and mucous membranes. Organisms that exist solely in this adherent layer of biofilm represent over 99.9% of all bacteria in the mouth, and exist in highly organized communities, which we refer to as the oral microbiome. They create internal architecture to optimize nutrient absorption, waste removal and overall survival. They also communicate within species to enable them to sense population densities and adjust their growth rates. Planktonic organisms even communicate between species through a process called quorum sensing,9 using both chemical markers as well as shared genetic information in an effort to ensure the community, or ecosystem, survives and thrives. What is particularly interesting about this oral microbiome is that every species on the planet with a mouth has and will always have an oral ecology or ecosystem, unique to that species.10 Furthermore, according

---

to Darwin’s Law of Natural Selection, each of these oral ecosystems has contributed to the survival and longevity of their hosts. If any of these environments become pathological to their hosts, the resident organisms would themselves have less of a chance to thrive. Therefore, the oral microbiome is a vital, natural and supportive component to oral health and protection of our teeth, gums and mouth linings. The problem then, is not that the oral microbiome exists, but rather it can become unbalanced and unhealthy. Disease occurs when the oral microbiome loses homeostasis, or balance.

The unhealthy or imbalanced oral microbiome is analogous to a garden that has become overgrown by weeds. One approach to this problem would be to “bulldoze” the garden down to the soil. However, we know that when there is bare soil, the very first kinds of plants that take root are the weeds. This illustrates the past approach in oral care therapeutics, which attempted to strip away the oral microbiome, using any kind of detergent or emulsifier—the kinds normally found in conventional toothpastes. By doing so, we are creating an opening in an ecological niche, where “stripped bare surfaces” become recolonized quickly, often by more virulent microorganisms (i.e., the weeds), rather than the friendlier, helpful, odorless bacteria that take more time to develop. Even here, emerging science is teaching us another new understanding: the virulent microorganisms are oftentimes the same “friendly” organisms that, in a balanced state, are helpful and cooperative (i.e., benign and beneficial). In the absence of homeostasis, they transform themselves into a pathogenic state through a process known as pleomorphism. In microbiology, pleomorphism is the ability of bacteria to also alter their shape or size in response to adverse environmental conditions. A second approach to an imbalanced oral microbiome or “garden of weeds” would be the introduction of antimicrobials, analogous to the “pesticide approach” to apply “weed killers.” Once again, this presents an even bigger problem.

Again, in this circumstance, we begin Darwin’s process of selective growth of resistant organisms with consequences that are well understood to hospital-based infectious disease specialists who encounter the threat of microbial resistance with patients everyday. In the mouth, antimicrobial use results in a destruction of a the beneficial flora that protects and heals teeth, gums, and mucus membrane. Based on this emerging science of the oral microbiome, a

more enlightened approach, treats this ecosystem as an organic garden. In this garden, there are no “bulldozers” and no “weed killers.” Rather, appropriate nutrients and microminerals to “feed the soil and keep the garden healthy.” By choosing selected nutrients and trace minerals to promote homeostasis, the health of beneficial microorganisms is supported in this essential ecosystem. In return, the presence of pathogenic, planktonic organisms, or analogously, “weeds” which never get a chance to grow. To state it more simply, the application of nutrient-dense “food” to an unbalanced biofilm, helps the “good guys” get healthier “crowding out the weeds” on their own, thus restoring an essential balance to a very important community for vibrant oral health and wellness.

CS Bioscience, a leader in research and development in the application of the new emerging science of the oral microbiome in oral care therapeutics, has developed and patented an all-natural bioeffective dental formulation comprised of key nutritional components, homeopathic microminerals, and herbal components. This unique approach has shown extraordinary efficacy in comparison to competitive oral care products. The initial product being introduced, a toothpaste substitute called Revitin® Oral Care nourishes the helpful, friendly, odorless bacteria that constitute a balanced biofilm, keeping it from degenerating into an unbalanced state, causing the oral microbiome to lead to oral breakdown. Use of Revitin® has been shown to promote a clear, thin, slippery biofilm that helps teeth feel smooth and slick hours after brushing, even overnight. Where gums are robustly resistant to the challenges that lead to puffiness and bleeding, Revitin® nourishes and promotes healthier gums. Revitin® has also been shown to comfort for those who suffer from dry or burning mouths and revives teeth unchallenged by the pathways that lead to tooth decay. This new frontier in dentistry is just beginning. CS Bioscience has also planned a comprehensive line of products including an oral care rinse, spray, gel, lip balm and gum- all containing its unique NuPath® Bioactives proprietary formulation.
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